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ABSTRACT

This study develops a Doppler radar data assimilation system, which couples the local ensemble transform

Kalman filter with the Weather Research and Forecasting model. The benefits of this system to quantitative

precipitation nowcasting (QPN) are evaluated with observing system simulation experiments on Typhoon

Morakot (2009), which brought record-breaking rainfall and extensive damage to central and southern

Taiwan. The results indicate that the assimilation of radial velocity and reflectivity observations improves the

three-dimensional winds and rain-mixing ratio most significantly because of the direct relations in the

observation operator. The patterns of spiral rainbands become more consistent between different ensemble

members after radar data assimilation. The rainfall intensity and distribution during the 6-hour deterministic

nowcast are also improved, especially for the first 3 hours. The nowcasts with and without radar data

assimilation have similar evolution trends driven by synoptic-scale conditions. Furthermore, we carry out a

series of sensitivity experiments to develop proper assimilation strategies, in which a mixed localisation method

is proposed for the first time and found to give further QPN improvement in this typhoon case.

Keywords: radar data assimilation, local ensemble transform Kalman filter, quantitative precipitation nowcasting,

observing system simulation experiment, mixed localisation method

1. Introduction

Heavy rainfall is a primary cause of natural hazards such as

flash floods, debris flows and landslides, often accompa-

nied by loss of life and property. A notorious case was

Typhoon Morakot (2009), which reached only Category 1

for its maximum sustained winds but set a 48-hour rainfall

accumulation record of 2361mm in Taiwan’s history

(NCDR, 2010) when it passed over the Central Mountain

Range (CMR). This record-breaking rainfall brought ex-

tensive damage to central and southern Taiwan, including

a catastrophic landslide that buried nearly 500 people

alive. In fact, the threshold of rainfall duration to trigger a

landslide can be as short as few hours for large rainfall

intensity (Caine, 1980; Guzzetti et al., 2008); thus, very

short-term (56 hours) rainfall forecasting termed as

quantitative precipitation nowcasting (QPN) plays an

important role in early warning and risk reduction. For

decades, radar echo extrapolation has been an effective

approach for QPN (e.g. Browning et al., 1982; Germann

and Zawadzki, 2002; Mandapaka et al., 2012) because

radar data contain the wind and hydrometeor information

of individual storms at high spatial and temporal resolu-

tions. However, the QPN skill of extrapolation decreases

rapidly with increasing forecast length because the infor-

mation of atmospheric stability conditions and conver-

gence zones is unavailable in this technique (Sun et al.,

2013). To retrieve this information which is important for

convective initiation, high-resolution numerical weather

prediction (NWP) with radar data assimilation is gaining

popularity in the nowcasting community.

The assimilation of radar observations had been con-

centrating on using the three-dimensional variational

scheme (3DVAR; Sasaki, 1958), a popular data assimila-

tion scheme in operational NWP systems for its stability
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and lower computational cost. Implementing 3DVAR,

Xiao et al. (2005) assimilated the radial velocity (hereafter

denoted by Vr) data of a single radar and improved the

precipitation nowcast for a frontal rainband case. In

addition to Vr, the assimilation of reflectivity (hereafter

denoted by Zh) data was also proven beneficial for QPN in

Xiao and Sun (2007) and Sugimoto et al. (2009), both

of which concluded that wind and hydrometeor analyses

were dominated by Vr and Zh, respectively. As computer

technology advances, more sophisticated data assimilation

schemes such as the four-dimensional variational scheme

(4DVAR; Le Dimet and Talagrand, 1986), ensemble Kal-

man filter (EnKF; Evensen, 1994; Anderson, 2001; Bishop

et al., 2001; Whitaker and Hamill, 2002; Hunt et al., 2007)

and hybrid method (Hamill and Snyder, 2000; Wang et al.,

2007) gain increasing attention. These three schemes can

provide more accurate analyses for taking into account

flow-dependent forecast errors. The Variational Doppler

Radar Analysis System (VDRAS; Sun and Crook, 1997)

has been a leading system so far for 4DVAR radar data

assimilation and carried out solid precipitation nowcasts

for supercell (Sun, 2005) and squall line (Sun and Zhang,

2008) cases. To accurately nowcast two stationary front

cases in mountainous Taiwan, Tai et al. (2011) merged

VDRAS analyses with the Weather Research and Fore-

casting (WRF) model to engage the orographic effect

which was not handled in VDRAS. To the authors’ best

knowledge, most of the studies implementing EnKF for

radar data assimilation aimed at retrieving the dynamic

and thermodynamic structures of convective systems and

validated their forecasts by comparing reflectivity (e.g.

Zhang et al., 2009; Aksoy et al., 2010; Snook et al., 2012).

This motivates us, in this study, to develop an EnKF radar

data assimilation system and aim at evaluating its benefits

to QPN.

Another motivation for this study is about the case. We

select the case of Typhoon Morakot (2009) and focus on

the period with the most intense rainfall on the windward

slopes of the CMR. During this period, spiral rainbands

were developed in the convergence zone between the moist

southwest monsoon and typhoon circulation and rein-

forced by the orographic effect (Liou et al., 2013). This

extreme rainfall case differs from all the foregoing QPN

studies in weather and terrain characteristics and therefore

deserves exploration as well. Our radar data assimilation

system is based on the system in Yang et al. (2012, 2013)

that couples the local ensemble transform Kalman filter

(LETKF; Hunt et al., 2007) with the WRF model, and its

QPN skill is evaluated with observing system simulation

experiments (OSSEs) first in this paper. In the next section,

the LETKF algorithm and its features are introduced as

well as the model setup and radar observation operator of

our system. Section 3 presents the design of the OSSEs with

a description of the nature run, simulated radar observa-

tions and assimilation experiments. Section 4 presents the

overall experimental results, including the analyses of

prognostic variables, the deterministic precipitation now-

casts within 6 hours and the sensitivities to individual

assimilation strategies. The final section is devoted to the

summary and future prospects.

2. Methodology

2.1. Local ensemble transform Kalman filter

LETKF, a kind of deterministic EnKF, was developed at

the University of Maryland (Ott et al., 2004) and the

complete algorithm was first documented in Hunt et al.

(2007). Like other EnKF methods, LETKF is derived

under the framework of minimum variance unbiased

estimation (Kalnay, 2003). When observations are assimi-

lated, LETKF separately updates the mean and perturba-

tions of a forecast ensemble, which estimate the model state

and its uncertainty, respectively. Each model grid point is

individually processed at the LETKF analysis step, which

can be formulated in matrix form as

xa ¼ xb þ Xbw; (1)

Xa ¼ XbW; (2)

where x is a column vector storing the ensemble mean of

model variables, X is a matrix whose kth column stores the

perturbation from the kth ensemble member, w and W are

the weighting coefficient vector and matrix, and subscripts

b and a denote background and analysis, respectively. It

can be seen that the analysis mean increment and analysis

perturbations are derived from the linear combination of

background perturbations. Using the local background

and observation information near the analysis grid point,

w and W are computed as

w ¼ ePaYT
b R�1ðyo � ybÞ; (3)

W ¼ ðK � 1ÞePa

h i1=2

; (4)

where ePa is the analysis error covariance matrix in

ensemble space, computed as

ePa ¼ ðK � 1ÞI=qþ YT
b R�1Yb

� ��1
: (5)

In eqs. (3�5), column vector yb and matrix Yb are the

background ensemble mean and perturbations in observa-

tion space, yo is the observation vector, R is the observation

error covariance matrix, I is an identity matrix, K is the

ensemble size, and r is a multiplicative covariance inflation

factor (Anderson, 2001). In this study, R is given as a

diagonal matrix to assume the error independence between

observations and r has an empirical value of 1.08.
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LETKF has the common advantages of EnKFs: (1) the

background error covariances derived from a forecast

ensemble are flow-dependent and therefore more represen-

tative of the ‘error of the day’ than the static background

error covariances used by 3DVAR, (2) the immunity from

the tangent linear and adjoint models needed by 4DVAR

brings EnKF higher applicability to various models while

both schemes give comparable analyses (e.g. Caya et al.,

2005; Yang et al., 2009; Miyoshi et al., 2010), (3) some

nonlinearities are handled by a full use of the nonlinear

model and nonlinear observation operator, and (4) parallel

computing can be easily applied to EnKF analysis algo-

rithms. In addition to these advantages, some covariance

localisation techniques (e.g. Greybush et al., 2011) can be

utilised in EnKF to handle the reliability problem of

ensemble-based error covariances. For example, Kang

et al. (2011) proposed a ‘variable localisation’ method, in

which the error covariance between a pair of model and

observation variables is zeroed out at the analysis step if

this covariance is dominated by sampling errors due to

poor physical correlation. Here, we propose another

method, named the ‘mixed localisation’ method, which

assigns different covariance localisation radii to different

model variables. This is done by varying the localisation

radius applied to R in eqs. (3�5) when updating different

model variables, the rows in eqs. (1) and (2). The benefit of

this method to the studied case is discussed later.

2.2. Model setup and radar observation operator

This study employs the Advanced Research WRF (ARW)

model version 3.2.1 (Skamarock et al., 2008) with two-way

interactive, triple-nested domains (Fig. 1). Domain 1 has

89�89 horizontal grid points with a 40.5-km spacing,

domain 2 has 133�133 horizontal grid points with a 13.5-

km spacing, and domain 3 has 199�199 horizontal grid

points with a 4.5-km spacing. There are 28 vertical eta

levels with a model top of 50 hPa. The physics schemes are

the Purdue Lin scheme (Lin et al., 1983) for microphysics,

Kain-Fritsch scheme (Kain, 2004) for cumulus parameter-

isation, Noah land-surface model (Chen and Dudhia, 2001)

and Yonsei University (YSU) planetary boundary layer

scheme (Hong et al., 2006). The prognostic variables

contain the three-dimensional velocity components (u, v

and w), perturbation potential temperature (u?), perturba-
tion geopotential (8?), perturbation surface pressure of dry

air (m?) and mixing ratios of water vapour (qv), cloud water

(qc), rain (qr), cloud ice (qi), snow (qs) and graupel (qg).

A radar observation operator is implemented in our

WRF-LETKF system for the simulation and assimilation

of Vr and Zh observations. This operator handles both

spatial interpolation and variable conversion. For the

spatial interpolation, the operator finds the nearest eight

grid points (located in terrain-following coordinates) for

each radar observation point (located in spherical coordi-

nates) and then interpolates relevant model variables from

the eight points to the observation point by inverse distance

weighting. The surface curvature and atmospheric refrac-

tion of the Earth are considered with the 4/3 Earth radius

model, and terrain blocking is also taken into account.

Subsequently, the interpolated model variables are con-

verted to Vr and Zh through the relations in Sun and Crook

(1997). Vr is computed by summing up the projections of u,

v, w and terminal velocity vt on the radar beam as

Vr ¼ uxþvyþðw�vtÞz½ �ðx2þy2þz2Þ�1=2
; (6)

where x, y and z are the Cartesian coordinates with the

origin at the radar site, and vt is calculated by assuming a

Marshall-Palmer drop size distribution (DSD; Marshall

and Palmer, 1948) as

vt ¼ 5:40 p0=pð Þ0:4ðqaqrÞ
0:125

; (7)

where p0 is the surface pressure, p is the base-state pressure,

and ra is the air density. Zh is calculated also by assuming a

Marshall-Palmer DSD as

Zh ¼ 43:1þ17:5 logðqaqrÞ: (8)

It needs to be noticed that eq. (8) considers only the

reflectivity contributed by rain. This is not a problem for

Fig. 1. The two-way interactive, triple-nested domains. The

black and red dots mark the best track of Typhoon Morakot

(2009) with a 6-hour interval provided by the Central Weather

Bureau (CWB). The red dots correspond to the period (0000 UTC

8 to 0000 UTC 9 Aug) of the nature run, whose track is indicated

by the green line. The blue dot and circle mark the location and

maximum unambiguous range of the RCCG radar, and the

magenta ones represent an imaginary radar at Kinmen.
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the OSSEs, in which both the model and observation

operator are assumed to be perfect; however, when real

reflectivity observations are assimilated, it is necessary to

examine whether eq. (8) is adequate or the reflectivity

contributed by ice-phase hydrometeors has to be consid-

ered as well (e.g. Smith et al., 1975).

3. Experimental design

3.1. Nature run and simulated radar observations

To evaluate a newly-established data assimilation system,

OSSEs are often carried out with a simulated long run

regarded as the nature run (truth), which can serve as a

standard for quantitative comparison. To simulate a nature

run that approximates to the period when Typhoon

Morakot (2009) brought Taiwan the heaviest rainfall, we

make 24-hour 40-member ensemble forecasts starting at

0000 UTC 8 Aug and then pick out the most realistic mem-

ber. The initial and boundary conditions of eachmember are

generated from the National Centers for Environmental

Prediction (NCEP) 18�18 Final Analysis (FNL) data and

perturbed based on the background error covariances

constructed for the WRF-3DVAR system. Compared with

the Central Weather Bureau (CWB) observations (Fig. 2),

the member chosen as the nature run has a similar track and

6-hour rainfall accumulation (1800 UTC 8 to 0000 UTC 9)

despite a slight track deviation (Fig. 1) while the other

members deviate more. During the 24 hours, the centre of

Typhoon Morakot (2009) moved from northern Taiwan to

northern Taiwan Strait. Meanwhile, the westerly flow that

converged the moist southwest monsoon and typhoon

circulation continuously impinged on central and southern

Taiwan and resulted in long-lasting heavy rainfall on the

windward slopes of theCMR,where a catastrophic landslide

occurred as mentioned in the introduction.

Figure 3a�d shows the field of w at an altitude of 1 km

and the composite of the maximum qr at all levels from 1800

to 2100 UTC for the nature run. The spiral rainbands

characterised by strong updrafts and abundant rain are

simulated, and they move from Taiwan Strait to the land

along the westerly flow. For a closer look at their evolution,

we mark the updraft locations (shaded by red and yellow) of

individual rainbands by upper-case letters. At 1800 UTC,

a rainband A with a cluster of weaker updrafts is in its

formation stage while an elongated rainband B has already

reached its maximum intensity. From 1800 to 2100 UTC,

the updrafts in rainband A intensify and become aligned

while rainband B gradually dissipates. A rainband C forms

to the south of rainband B at 1900 UTC but does not

intensify with time. The characteristics of these simulated

rainbands are similar to the real ones observed in Liou et al.

(2013), which found that inner (younger) rainbands intensi-

fied and moved southwards while outer (older) rainbands

dissipated during this period of Typhoon Morakot (2009).

As to non-rainband areas, updrafts and downdrafts

mostly occur on the windward and lee slopes of the CMR,

respectively. The former may induce local convective rain-

fall in addition to the rain advected from Taiwan Strait.

Figure 4a and 4e show the 1- and 3-hour rainfall accumula-

tions since 1800 UTC for the nature run. It can be seen that

the spiral rainbands are responsible for the majority of the

rainfall, and the orographic effect of the CMR on rainfall

intensity and distribution is significant due to the contrast

between the windward and lee slopes (e.g. Wu et al., 2002;

Fang et al., 2011).

Fig. 2. (a) The 700-hPa circulation centre (black dots) and 6-hour rainfall accumulation (colour shading) for the nature run and (b) the

best track and 6-hour rainfall accumulation for the Central Weather Bureau (CWB) observations from 1800 UTC 8 to 0000 UTC 9 Aug.
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The RCCG radar chosen for this OSSE study is situa-

ted at the southwestern coast of Taiwan (120.08608E,
23.14678N; Fig. 1), belonging to CWB’s S-band Doppler

weather radar network. The Vr and Zh observations of

RCCG are simulated according to the nature run and

assimilated in this study because its radar coverage overlaps

main rainfall areas. This radar is designed to have a

maximum unambiguous range of 230 km, a volume scan

period of 7.5 minutes and nine plan position indicator (PPI)

elevation angles ranging from 0.58 to 19.58. For weather

radars including RCCG, the range gate spacing depends on

the pulse repetition frequency and ranges from dozens to

hundreds of meters. Such spatial resolution is usually one

order higher than the horizontal grid resolution used in

regional NWP. To save computational cost and avoid the

error dependence between adjacent range-gate observations

(e.g. Berenguer and Zawadzki, 2008), the spatial resolution

of radar data needs to be lowered to the level of the grid

resolution as a pre-process of data assimilation. There are

two popular approaches: data thinning (e.g. Chung et al.,

2009; Montmerle and Faccani, 2009) and superobbing (e.g.

Lindskog et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2009; Kawabata et al.,

2011; Weng and Zhang, 2012). The former selects certain

range gates with proper intervals and discards the others;

the advantage is that extreme values, including maxima and

minima, may be preserved instead of being smoothed out so

that the magnitude of convective-scale features could be

better represented. The latter produces superobservations

(SOs), each of which is the weighted average of neighbour-

ing range gates; the advantage is that SOs express the lower-

resolution information with smaller representative errors.

Since data selection is not the focus in the OSSEs, we bypass

both approaches but directly simulate lower-resolution

observations with the observation operator. The radial

Fig. 3. The field of w (colour shading) at an altitude of 1 km and the composite of the maximum qr at all levels (contours at 1 g kg�1).

Columns from left to right: 1800, 1900, 2000 and 2100 UTC 8 Aug. Rows from top to bottom: the nature run, CTRL and NoDA. The grey

shading indicates the mountain areas higher than 1 km. The upper-case letters mark the spiral rainbands discussed in the text. The RCCG

radar is situated in the centre (120.08608E, 23.14678N).
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and azimuth spacings are 5 km and 58, respectively. The
observations are available only in the areas where Zh�0

dBZ,1 and the errors are 3m s�1 for Vr and 5 dBZ for Zh.

In addition to RCCG, an imaginary radar is situated at

Kinmen (118.41818E, 24.46158N; Fig. 1) for a sensitivity

experiment of increasing the observations in the upstream

area of the westerly flow.

3.2. Assimilation experiments

Figure 5 shows the schematic design of the OSSEs, in which

CTRL stands for a control assimilation experiment and

NoDA stands for the experiment without radar data

assimilation. Both experiments use the same 40-member

initial ensemble, which is initialised 12 hours later (1200

UTC) than the initialisation of the nature run to obtain

a different synoptic-scale condition that helps alleviate

the identical-twin problem in perfect-model experiments

(Arnold and Dey, 1986). Again, this ensemble is generated

from the FNL data and perturbed with WRF-3DVAR. For

CTRL and NoDA, we assume the FNL data inherently

contain the synoptic-scale information from assimilating

conventional and satellite observations and discuss only the

impact from adding radar data assimilation. The initial

ensemble is perturbed at domain 1 based on synoptic-scale

background error statistics and hence integrated for a few

hours to spin up the convective-scale background error

structure at domain 3. Subsequently, CTRL assimilates the

simulated RCCG observations from 1600 to 1800 UTC

while NoDA does not. Please note that, in CTRL, the

prognostic variables are analysed only at domain 3 because

all the observations are located in the innermost domain

and domains 1 and 2 can share analysis information via the

two-way interaction. Finally, the analysis mean in CTRL

and the forecast mean in NoDA at 1800 UTC separately

initialise 6-hour deterministic nowcasts for quantitative

comparison. Furthermore, the assimilation strategies in

CTRL include the assimilation of both Vr and Zh observa-

tions, a 2-hour assimilation period, a 15-minute analysis

cycle interval and a 12-km horizontal covariance localisa-

tion radius for all the prognostic variables. To probe into

the sensitivity to each of these strategies, we also carry out

a series of assimilation experiments in addition to CTRL,

listed in Table 1.

4. Results

4.1. Analysis performance

In our experiments, the ensemble is spun up prior to the

analysis cycles. This is essential for establishing a reason-

able convective-scale background error structure. Figure 6

shows the ensemble mean errors and ensemble spreads of

u, v, w, u?, qv, qc and qr from 1200 to 1800 UTC for NoDA.

A reasonable ensemble spread is supposed to approach the

ensemble mean error (Murphy, 1988). The statistics shown

1For real radar data, the lower limit of Zh depends on the

sensitivity of the radar and the criteria of quality control.

Fig. 4. The (a�c) 1-hour and (e�g) 3-hour rainfall accumulations since 1800 UTC 8 Aug for the nature run, CTRL and NoDA and

(d and h) the improvement, which is computed by subtracting the absolute error in CTRL from that in NoDA. The RCCG radar is situated

in the centre (120.08608E, 23.14678N).
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in Fig. 6 are computed by performing a root-mean-square

operation on the grid points located at the lowest 14 levels

and within RCCG’s maximum unambiguous range. This

cylindrical statistical area is chosen because it encloses all

the simulated observations and therefore approximates to

the area where data assimilation takes effect. It can be seen

that the mean errors and spreads of all the variables change

quickly in the first 4 hours and then stabilise at similar

levels, with differences smaller than 10% (except u). This

indicates that the ensemble has not been appropriately

spun up to represent the convective-scale background error

structure until 1600 UTC. Hence, 1600 UTC is the start

time of the analysis cycles in CTRL. The exception in u tells

that the ensemble mean has an excessive deviation of u

compared with the nature run. This deviation is inherited

from the FNL data at different initialisation time.

Figure 7 zooms the time interval of Fig. 6 into 1600�1800
UTC and includes the mean errors and spreads from

CTRL. The sawtooth-like curves represent the alternate

forecast and analysis steps in CTRL. Obviously, u, v, w and

qr are the most improved prognostic variables during the

assimilation period. Their mean errors reach the minima

of 4.5m s�1, 3.3m s�1, 0.35m s�1 and 0.34 g kg�1 at the

final analysis step, which are 36, 29, 21 and 45% lower than

those in NoDA, respectively (Fig. 7a�c and 7g; also see

Table 2). The outstanding analysis performance of u, v, w

and qr is reasonable because these variables are directly

related to the observation variables as in eqs. (6�8).
However, w has the least improvement among the four.

This can be attributed to the fact that, as the magnitude of

w is one-order smaller than those of u and v, the projection

of w on the radar beam at low elevation angles is negligible

and even smaller than the observation error of Vr; that is, w

is almost unobserved. For the other variables (u?, 8?, m?, qv,
qc, qi, qs and qg) which are completely unobserved, their

analysis accuracies depend on the reliability of the

ensemble-based error covariances between these variables

and the observations. This reliability looks robust for qc

Fig. 5. The schematic design of the OSSEs. The black dots represent the simulated observations of the RCCG radar. The single and

triple arrows represent single and ensemble simulations, respectively.

Table 1. The list of the assimilation experiments

Assimilation strategies

Name Assimilated observations Length of the assimilation period Analysis cycle interval Horizontal covariance localisation radius

CTRL Vr, Zh (RCCG) 2 hours 15 minutes 12 km (all variables)

VR Vr (RCCG) * * *

ZH Zh (RCCG) * * *

VZ0 Vr, Zh, 0-dBZ Zh (RCCG) * * *

KM Vr, Zh (RCCG, Kinmen) * * *

P1 * 1 hour * *

P3 * 3 hours * *

I7.5 * * 7.5 minutes *

I30 * * 30 minutes *

UV24 * * * 24 km (u, v), 12 km (others)

UV36 * * * 36 km (u, v), 12 km (others)

NoDA No data assimilation

*denotes the same setting as CTRL.

IMPROVING QUANTITATIVE PRECIPITATION NOWCASTING 7



because its mean error is reduced at every analysis step

(Fig. 7f). As to u? and qv, their mean errors do not change

much at analysis steps but decrease at forecast steps instead

(Fig. 7d and 7e) for being dynamically adjusted by other

improved variables. In general, the mean errors and

spreads become more consistent after radar data assimila-

tion for most of the prognostic variables. The results of 8?,
m?, qi, qs and qg are not shown because no significant

differences are found with them between CTRL and

NoDA.

To understand the spatial distribution of the analysis

performance, the field of w at an altitude of 1 km and the

composite of the maximum qr at all levels for the analysis

mean in CTRL (Fig. 3e) and forecast mean in NoDA (Fig.

3i) are compared with the nature run (Fig. 3a) at 1800 UTC.

The structure of spiral rainbands is clearly established in

CTRL but rather weak in NoDA after the ensemble is

averaged to obtain the mean state. This reflects a fact that

the convection patterns of different members can become

much alike after radar observations are assimilated. The

fields of w and qr in CTRL accurately correspond with those

in the nature run, especially for the area close to RCCG

(centre of the map) such as rainband B. By contrast, the

high-qr areas in NoDA are incorrectly located and short of

strong updrafts. Although rainband A is not perfectly

represented in the CTRL analysis, it is still far better than

that in NoDA. There are two reasons for the relatively

inaccurate analysis of rainband A. First, the radar observa-

tions in this area are sparse and only available at high levels.

Second, during the assimilation period, the unobserved

inflow from the north of this area continuously dilutes the

updated information obtained at the analysis time. It is

foreseeable that the improvement of prognostic variables

will fade away with the forecast time as more and more

Fig. 6. The ensemble mean errors (solid) and ensemble spreads (dashed) of (a) u, (b) v, (c) w, (d) u?, (e) qv, (f) qc and (g) qr from 1200 to

1800 UTC 8 Aug for NoDA, computed by performing a root-mean-square operation on the grid points located at the lowest 14 levels and

within RCCG’s maximum unambiguous range.
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unobserved convective systems move into the statistical area

after the assimilation period, and therefore increasing the

observations in the upstream area of the westerly flow is

considered an effective way to lengthen the positive impact

of radar data assimilation, which is verified later.

4.2. QPN performance

The information of weather forecasting can be delivered

either deterministically or stochastically. The former fore-

casts a unique atmospheric state by a single model simula-

tion, and the latter forecasts the probability distribution of

the state by an ensemble of model simulations. However, we

should note that the ensemble mean is not a good estimate

for precipitation because peak values are smoothed out for

the dislocation of precipitation areas between different

members. Instead, more sophisticated statistical methods

(e.g. Wilks, 1990; Krzysztofowicz et al., 1993; Ruiz et al.,

2009) can be implemented for probabilistic quantitative

precipitation forecasting (PQPF). For simplicity, this study

carries out the previously-mentioned 6-hour deterministic

nowcasts, whose QPN skill is evaluated by means of four

different criteria: the root-mean-square error (RMSE), the

spatial correlation coefficient (SCC), the equitable threat

score (ETS) and the bias score (Bias) compared with the

nature run. The former two are used to quantify the overall

QPN performance while the latter two focus on the

performance for heavy rainfall, which is defined with an

hourly rainfall threshold of 15mm in this study. The 15-mm

threshold is also the criterion for CWB to issue a heavy rain

advisory. Figure 8 shows the RMSE, SCC, ETS and Bias of

the predicted hourly rainfall from 1800 UTC 8 to 0000 UTC

9 Aug for CTRL and NoDA, computed within RCCG’s

maximum unambiguous range. Obviously, CTRL has a

lower RMSE, a higher SCC, a higher ETS and a Bias closer

to 1, all of which mean a better prediction than NoDA at

Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6, but the time interval is zoomed into 1600�1800 UTC (after the red line in Fig. 6). The ensemble mean errors (red

solid) and ensemble spreads (red dashed) from CTRL are included.
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Table 2. The final analysis mean errors of u, v, w, u?, qv, qc and qr at 1800 UTC 8 Aug for all the assimilation experiments, computed by

performing a root-mean-square operation on the grid points located at the lowest 14 levels and within RCCG’s maximum unambiguous

range, and their improvement percentages compared with NoDA

Mean errors and the improvement percentages compared with NoDA

Name u (m s�1) % v (m s�1) % w (m s�1) % u? (K) % qv (g kg�1) % qc (g kg�1) % qr (g kg�1) %

CTRL 4.5 36 3.3 29 0.35 21 0.88 4 0.81 7 0.14 11 0.34 45

VR 4.9 30 4.1 13 0.41 7 0:86 7 0.87 1 0.14 6 0.57 8

ZH 6.3 11 3.8 19 0.39 12 0.97 –5 0.87 1 0.14 7 0.38 39

VZ0 4.5 35 3:2 31 0:33 26 0:87 6 0.82 7 0:13 13 0:31 51

KM 3:6 49 2:7 42 0:31 31 0:84 9 0:78 11 0:12 19 0:27 57

P1 5.1 27 3.9 17 0.37 17 0:87 6 0.86 2 0.14 8 0.37 41

P3 4:2 40 3:2 32 0:34 23 0:86 7 0:80 9 0:13 12 0:33 47

I7.5 4:2 40 3:2 30 0:32 27 0.92 0 0.87 1 0.14 11 0:30 52

I30 5.0 29 3.8 19 0.38 14 0:88 5 0.84 4 0.14 7 0.43 32

UV24 4:1 42 3:2 31 0:34 23 0.89 4 0.82 6 0.14 10 0:34 46

UV36 4:0 43 3.4 27 0:35 22 0.89 3 0.85 3 0.14 9 0.37 41

NoDA 7.0 4.7 0.44 0.92 0.88 0.15 0.63

The frames are used to highlight better performance than CTRL.

Fig. 8. The (a) RMSE, (b) SCC, (c) ETS and (d) Bias of the predicted hourly rainfall compared with the nature run from 1800 UTC 8 to

0000 UTC 9 Aug for CTRL (red) and NoDA (black), computed within RCCG’s maximum unambiguous range. The hourly rainfall

threshold of the ETS and Bias is 15mm.
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each of the 6 hours. At the first hour, the RMSE reaches a

minimum of 7.4mm, which is a 39% improvement (also see

Table 3), and the SCC has an outstanding value of 0.83.

During the following hours, the improvement gradually

decreases and the evolution trends of the four standards are

similar between CTRL and NoDA; the same phenomenon

also exists in the nowcasts of prognostic variables (not

shown). This indicates that the single-radar data assimila-

tion in this OSSE setup can substantially correct the model

state within the limited radar coverage but cannot alter the

evolution trend driven by synoptic-scale conditions.

It has been mentioned in Section 3 that the spiral

rainbands are responsible for the majority of the typhoon-

induced rainfall. To examine whether the tracked rainbands

A, B and C in the nature run are well predicted, we also

mark the updraft locations of individual rainbands in the

forecast maps of w and qr for CTRL (Fig. 3f�h) and NoDA

(Fig. 3j�l) by upper-case letters. The same letters are used if

the locations match those in the nature run. It can be seen

that rainbands A and B correctly remain at 1900 UTC in

CTRL but never appear in NoDA. However, in both CTRL

and NoDA, the rainband C which should form at 1900

UTC is always missing while a false rainband D occurs

instead. At 2000 UTC, the rainbands A and B in CTRL still

remain but have inaccurate intensities. At 2100 UTC,

rainband B dissipates just like the way in the nature run

but rainband A fails in intensification. The evolution of

these four rainbands reveals the effect of radar data

assimilation. Rainbands A and B can be well predicted

because of their presence at the final analysis, and the

prediction of rainband B surpasses that of rainband A for

assimilating denser observations close to RCCG. Rain-

bands C and D respectively represent a miss and a false

alarm, which may result from the incorrect information of

atmospheric stability conditions and convergence zones in

their nearby areas, where no radar data are assimilated.

Figure 4 shows the 1- and 3-hour rainfall accumulations

since 1800 UTC for the nature run, CTRL and NoDA and

the improvement, which is computed by subtracting the

absolute error in CTRL from that in NoDA. The largest

1-hour rainfall accumulation, which occurs in the area of

rainband B, is better predicted in CTRL than in NoDA

(Fig. 4a�c). The maximum in CTRL (124mm) is close to

that in the nature run (135mm) while the maximum in

NoDA (53mm) is seriously underforecasted and incorrectly

located. These remarkable improvements can be potential

benefits to early warning systems, which demand accurate

rainfall distribution and intensity in short terms. The

improvement map shows that not only the areas of spiral

rainbands but also the other areas within RCCG’s coverage

can benefit from radar data assimilation (Fig. 4d). As to the

3-hour rainfall accumulation, the false rainband D pre-

dicted in both CTRL and NoDA leads to a southward

deviation of the heaviest rainfall area (Fig. 4e�g); never-
theless, the peak rainfall intensity is still better forecasted in

CTRL and the improvement is also widespread (Fig. 4h).

4.3. Sensitivities to individual assimilation strategies

Based on the analysis and QPN performances in CTRL,

the sensitivities of these performances to individual assim-

ilation strategies are investigated. For an overview of the

results, the final analysis mean errors of u, v, w, u?, qv, qc
and qr are listed in Table 2 and the RMSEs of the predicted

1- to 6-hour rainfall accumulations are listed in Table 3 for

all the below-mentioned sensitivity experiments, as well as

Table 3. The RMSEs of the predicted 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, 5- and 6-hour rainfall accumulations since 1800 UTC 8 Aug for all the assimilation

experiments, computed within RCCG’s maximum unambiguous range, and their improvement percentages compared with NoDA

RMSEs and the improvement percentages compared with NoDA

Name

1-hour rain

(mm) %

2-hour rain

(mm) %

3-hour rain

(mm) %

4-hour rain

(mm) %

5-hour rain

(mm) %

6-hour rain

(mm) %

CTRL 7.4 39 12.5 38 16.7 39 22.0 35 26.8 31 30.6 32

VR 11.5 5 17.3 14 22.6 17 27.5 19 31.8 19 36.5 19

ZH 8.2 32 14.2 29 20.1 27 25.9 23 31.5 19 36.8 18

VZ0 6:7 44 12.6 37 17.8 35 22.8 32 27.8 29 31.9 29

KM 6:2 49 11:1 45 15:6 43 18:5 45 21:9 44 26:8 40

P1 9.0 26 14.3 29 18.4 33 23.0 32 27.9 28 33.1 26

P3 7:2 41 13.0 35 17.2 37 22.2 34 26:5 32 30:3 32

I7.5 6:9 43 12:0 40 16.7 39 22.3 34 27.7 29 31.2 30

I30 8.5 29 14.1 30 17.8 35 23.1 32 28.1 28 32.3 28

UV24 7:0 42 12:2 39 16.9 38 22.5 33 27.7 29 31.0 31

UV36 7:2 40 12:1 40 17.0 38 22.6 33 27.3 30 31.5 30

NoDA 12.1 20.1 27.4 33.7 39.0 44.8

The frames are used to highlight better performance than CTRL. RMSEs=root-mean-square errors.
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their improvement percentages compared with NoDA. In

both tables, the improvement percentage is highlighted

with a frame if it is larger than that in CTRL. First, we

examine the impact of assimilating only one observation

variable, either Vr (experiment VR) or Zh (experiment ZH).

In Table 2, it can be seen that CTRL outperforms both VR

and ZH for almost all the prognostic variables. In the

comparison between VR and ZH, the variables with error

differences larger than 10% are u, u? and qr, in which u and

u? are better in VR while qr is better in ZH. These results

are reasonable because of the relations in the observation

operator. In Table 3, ZH has more accurate 1- to 4-hour

rainfall accumulations but a less accurate 6-hour rainfall

accumulation than VR. This infers that the QPN perfor-

mance responds to the adjustment of hydrometeors more

quickly than the adjustment of winds. Again, CTRL

outperforms both VR and ZH for all different rainfall

accumulation durations and confirms the importance of

coupling the adjustments of winds and hydrometeors.

Second, the assimilation of 0-dBZ Zh assumed in the

echo-free zone (EFZ) was proven helpful to the suppression

of spurious convective cells (e.g. Tong and Xue, 2005;

Kawabata et al., 2011), and we are interested in whether this

approach also benefits the precipitation nowcast for this

typhoon case. In experiment VZ0, the reflectivity in the

EFZ is set to be 0 dBZ and assimilated along with the

existing Vr and Zh observations. Compared with CTRL,

VZ0 has more accurate analyses of v, w, u?, qc and qr (Table

2) and the additional information is most influential during

the 1-hour precipitation nowcast (Table 3). Figure 9a also

shows that the improvement areas exceed the degradation

areas for the predicted 1-hour rainfall accumulation. How-

ever, the improvement quickly vanishes beyond 1 hour, and

the computational cost2 for VZ0 is about 50% larger than

that for CTRL at analysis steps due to extra observations.

This implies that the employment of assimilating 0-dBZ Zh

depends on whether the limited improvement is considered

worthy of the increased computational cost. Considering

that our experiments are carried out under a perfect model

assumption, this approach may be helpful in real cases if the

NWP model has a systematic error (e.g. a wet bias).

Third, we have expected previously that increasing the

observations in the upstream area of the westerly flow can

lengthen the positive impact of radar data assimilation.

Thus, experiment KM is carried out to assimilate the Vr

and Zh observations of an imaginary radar at Kinmen in

addition to those of RCCG. As expected, the results of KM

are unrivalled in all aspects among all the assimilation

experiments (Tables 2 and 3). Figure 9b also shows that the

improvement of the predicted 1-hour rainfall accumulation

for KM compared with CTRL is widespread and signifi-

cant, especially near the Kinmen radar. As expected, the

observation coverage over the areas of convective initiation

is the most dominant factor of the analysis and QPN

performances.

Fourth, given a fixed observation coverage, further

improvement is still possible by modifying the length of

the assimilation period and the analysis cycle interval. In

experiments P1 and P3, the assimilation period is shortened

to 1 hour and lengthened to 3 hours, respectively. As a result,

P3 has smaller final analysis mean errors for all the

prognostic variables than those in CTRLwhile P1 has larger

errors instead (Table 2). P3 also improves the 1-, 5- and

6-hour rainfall accumulations compared with CTRL

(Table 3). This suggests that an assimilation period long

enough to accumulate observation information is beneficial

for QPN. In experiments I7.5 and I30, the analysis cycle

interval is shortened to 7.5 minutes and lengthened to 30

minutes, respectively. These intervals are the multiples of

RCCG’s volume scan period. Likewise, the performances

are enhanced in I7.5 but worsened in I30 (Tables 2 and 3).

Frequently injecting observation information can further

improve the 1- and 2-hour rainfall accumulations. In

conclusion, increasing the length of the assimilation period

and assimilating every 7.5-minute volume scan of the

operational radar data can be regarded as the proper

strategy to optimise the QPN skill, but once again the user

needs to decide whether the limited improvement is worthy

of the largely-increased computational cost due to extra

analysis cycles.

Last, to illustrate the reason to propose the mixed

localisation method in this study, the background error

correlations at 1800 UTC for CTRL between the fields of

the prognostic variables (u, v, w and qr) and the observation

variables (Vr and Zh) at a point in the area of rainband B

are plotted in Fig. 10. It is obvious that the patterns of the

correlations reveal a flow-dependent rainband structure

near this point, and these horizontal correlations are less

noisy for u and v than the others; that is, the horizontal

wind field that has a larger scale than embedded convective

cells dominates the typhoon circulation. This leads to a

straightforward idea of extending the horizontal covariance

localisation radius for u and v. With an optimal radius of

12 km for the other prognostic variables, 12, 24 and 36 km

are used as the radius for u and v in experiments CTRL,

UV24 and UV36, respectively. Compared with CTRL,

UV24 has more accurate analyses of u, v, w and qr and

UV36 has better u and w (Table 2). This indicates that the

variables directly related to Vr and Zh benefit from suitable

mixed localisation in this typhoon case. From Table 3,

2With 8-cpu parallel computing, the wall-clock time needed to

advance one 15-minute analysis cycle for CTRL is approximately

85 minutes (including 70 minutes for one forecast step of the 40-

member ensemble and 15 minutes for one LETKF analysis step).
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UV24 and UV36 also provide more accurate 1- and 2-hour

rainfall accumulations than CTRL. Moreover, Fig. 9c

shows a signature that the most improved area corresponds

with the area of the densely-observed rainband B although

some slight degradation also appears.

5. Summary and future prospects

A WRF-LETKF Doppler radar data assimilation system is

developed in this study, and its QPN skill for the period

that Typhoon Morakot (2009) brought Taiwan the heaviest

rainfall is evaluated with a series of OSSEs. A 24-hour

simulation that has the most realistic track and rainfall is

taken as the nature run, and the Vr and Zh observations of

CWB’s RCCG radar are simulated and assimilated to

improve the analysis and QPN performances. Even with

the OSSE framework, this study shows that achieving

accurate QPN with radar observations is not trivial. The

main conclusions of this study are summarised as follows:

(1) The horizontal winds and rain mixing ratio are the

most improved prognostic variables after the assim-

ilation period because of their direct relations to the

observation variables, and the patterns of spiral

rainbands become more consistent between different

ensemble members after radar data assimilation,

especially for the areas close to RCCG.

(2) The improvement of the predicted rainfall intensity

and distribution is available for the entire 6-hour

Fig. 9. The improvement of the predicted 1-hour rainfall accumulation since 1800 UTC 8 Aug for VZ0, KM and UV24 compared with

CTRL. The RCCG radar is situated in the centre (120.08608E, 23.14678N), and the imaginary Kinmen radar is situated at the northwest

corner (118.41818E, 24.46158N).

Fig. 10. The background error correlations at 1800 UTC for CTRL, between the fields of the prognostic variables (u, v, w and qr from

left to right) at an altitude of 1 km and the observation variables (Vr and Zh from top to bottom) at a point (black dot) in the area of

rainband B. The coordinates of the point are 119.81388E, 23.33728N, 1 km. The grey shading indicates the mountain areas higher than

1 km. The RCCG radar is situated in the centre (120.08608E, 23.14678N).
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deterministic nowcast, no matter within the full

radar coverage or only the heavy rainfall areas.

However, this improvement fades away with the

forecast time and both the nowcasts with and

without radar data assimilation have similar evolu-

tion trends driven by synoptic-scale conditions. The

evolution of the spiral rainband can be better

predicted if the rainband is captured in the final

analysis. The forecasted peak rainfall intensity is

also remarkably improved, which is important to

disaster early warning systems.

(3) A series of sensitivity experiments are carried out to

develop proper assimilation strategies for this case.

As a result, the QPN performance responds to the

assimilation of Zh more quickly than the assimila-

tion of Vr while assimilating both is most recom-

mended. The observation coverage over the areas of

convective initiation is found to be the most

dominant factor of the analysis and QPN perfor-

mances. Adding the assimilation of 0-dBZ Zh,

lengthening the assimilation period and assimilating

every 7.5-minute volume scan of the operational

radar data also yield better QPN performances,

especially for the first hour, despite the large increase

of computational cost. Furthermore, a mixed loca-

lisation method is proposed and found to improve

the variables directly related to Vr and Zh as well as

the precipitation nowcast within 2 hours when the

horizontal covariance localisation radius for hori-

zontal winds is suitably extended.

Based on the conclusions of this OSSE study, we are

currently engaging our system in assimilating real radar

data. More different model configurations (resolutions,

physics, initial and boundary conditions, etc.), assimilation

strategies and radar numbers will be tested for the opti-

misation of the QPN skill. In addition to deterministic

QPN, PQPFs will also be made to extract useful uncertainty

information from ensemble forecasts. Up to the present,

some preliminary real-case results have shown the positive

impact on QPN with our system and with the mixed

localisation method, to be documented in future studies.
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